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Islam
In this pioneering work Siraj Sait and Hilary Lim address Islamic property and land
rights, drawing on a range of socio-historical, classical and contemporary resources.
They address the significance of Islamic theories of property and Islamic land tenure
regimes on the 'webs of tenure' prevalent in the Muslim societies. They consider the
possibility of using Islamic legal and human rights systems for the development of
inclusive, pro-poor approaches to land rights. They also focus on Muslim women's
rights to property and inheritance systems. Engaging with institutions such as the
Islamic endowment (waqf) and principles of Islamic microfinance, they test the
workability of 'authentic' Islamic proposals. Located in human rights as well as Islamic
debates, this study offers a well researched and constructive appraisal of property and
land rights in the Muslim world.
This work provides a typology of Islamic ethics, without overlooking the chronological
development. Four types of ethical theory are isolated: the scriptural, the theological,
the philosophical and the religious. This edition contains extra material from Ibn Sina's
writings, translated into English. The book should interest Islamic scholars,
philosophers and historians of ethics.
Publisher Description
First published in 2005. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
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The second edition of the Historical Dictionary of Islam presents a concise overview of
Islamic history, religion, philosophy, and Islamic political movements.
This ebook is a selective guide designed to help scholars and students of Islamic
studies find reliable sources of information by directing them to the best available
scholarly materials in whatever form or format they appear from books, chapters, and
journal articles to online archives, electronic data sets, and blogs. Written by a leading
international authority on the subject, the ebook provides bibliographic information
supported by direct recommendations about which sources to consult and editorial
commentary to make it clear how the cited sources are interrelated related. A reader
will discover, for instance, the most reliable introductions and overviews to the topic,
and the most important publications on various areas of scholarly interest within this
topic. In Islamic studies, as in other disciplines, researchers at all levels are drowning in
potentially useful scholarly information, and this guide has been created as a tool for
cutting through that material to find the exact source you need. This ebook is a static
version of an article from Oxford Bibliographies Online: Islamic Studies, a dynamic,
continuously updated, online resource designed to provide authoritative guidance
through scholarship and other materials relevant to the study of the Islamic religion and
Muslim cultures. Oxford Bibliographies Online covers most subject disciplines within the
social science and humanities, for more information visit www.aboutobo.com.
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The Oxford Handbook of European Islam is the first comprehensive approach to the
multiple ways Islam has been studied across European countries. It is not a compilation
of country profiles but rather a unique analytical review of the state of knowledge about
Islam and Muslim in different European countries, as well as on thematic issues such
as Hijab, Sharia, or Islamophobia. For this reason, it will remain relevant beyond the
continuous flow of eventsthat rapidly make obsolete other sorts of compilation. It is also
the first time, that Western and Eastern Europe are systematically analyzed together in
one volume on the question of Islam, bringing to light similarities and also differences in
the status of Muslims in these different parts of Europe.

At the present time, when so-called Islamic radicalism, terrorism and Jihadism
occupy major media space, with Islam often depicted as the main culprit, the
book attempts a tour de force. It proposes that Islam is as much victim as culprit
in the history that has led to the current hostility. This is because the common
claims of both mainstream and radical Islam that Islam represents the high point
of the Abrahamic tradition, and therefore a purification of Judaism and
Christianity, have been largely ignored, misunderstood or blatantly rejected by
these faiths and therefore by ‘the West’ in general. This rejection has effectively
rendered Islam as the poor cousin, if not the illegitimate sibling, of the tradition. In
turn, this has created long-term resentment and hostility within Islam as well as
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robbed the ‘Judaeo-Christian West’ of a rich, inter-faith understanding of the
wider Abrahamic tradition. The book explores these claims through textual,
historical and theological analyses, proposing that many of them stand up better
to critical scrutiny than has been commonly acknowledged. It further proposes
that seeing Islam in this way has potential to re-awaken its self-understanding as
a leader of accord among the Abrahamic faiths, of the kind that characterized the
era of Convivencia when, in medieval Spain, Islam constructed and contributed
to advanced civilizations characterized by relatively harmonious co-existence
between Muslims, Christians and Jews. The book focuses on the role that a more
respected and self-confident Islam could play in forging enhanced inter-faith
relations in a world that desperately needs them as it struggles to understand and
deal with modern and particularly vicious forms of radical Islamism.
The Lawful and the Prohibited in Islam is a long-awaited translation of Dr. Yusuf
Al-Qaradawi's well-known Arabic work, Al-Halal Al-Haram Fil-Islam. Over the
years since ite first publication in 1960, this volume has enjoyed a huge
readership in the Arabic speaking world and is now in its 20th edition. It came to
dispel the ambiguities surrounding the honorable Shari'ah, and to fulfill the
essential needs of the Muslims in this age. It clarifies the Halal (Lawful) and why
it is Halal, and the Haram (Prohibited) and why it is Haram, referring to the Book
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of Allah and the Sunnah of His Messenger (peace be on him). It answers all the
questions which may face the Muslims today, and refutes the ambiguities and
lies about Islam. In a very simple way, Al-Halal Al-Haram Fil-Islam delves into the
authentic references in Islamic jurisprudence and fiqh. It therefrom extracts
judgments of interest to contemporary Muslims in the areas of worship, business
dealings, marriage and divorce, food and drink, dress and ornaments, patterns of
behavior, individual and group relations, family and social ethics, habits and
social customs. Referring to authentic texts, it clarifies that "Permission is the rule
in everything, unless it is otherwise specified in matters that adversely affect
individuals or groups." It also clarifies that "Allah is the only authority who has the
right to legislate for the lawful and the prohibited."
Questions over the compatibility of Islam and Human Rights have become a key
area of debate in the perceived tensions between ‘Islam and the West’. In many
ways, discussion over the stance of Islam in relation to such factors as gender
rights, religious freedom, social and political freedoms, and other related issues
represents a microcosm of the broader experience of how Muslim and ‘Western’
communities interact and relate. This volume seeks to engage with the various
debates surrounding Islam and Human Rights, in particular, challenging
assumptions of a ‘standard’ or ‘essential’ Muslim perspective on Human
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Rights. Through a survey of the experiences of Muslim communities across the
globe (the ummah), this volume highlights the dynamic way Muslims understand
and incorporate Human Rights into their personal, social and political
experiences. From conceptual discussions on the issues of gender rights and
religious freedom, to examining Muslim communities from South East Asia,
Central Asia, the Middle East and North Africa, leading global experts bring forth
key insights into the way in which Muslim communities live and experience
Human Rights. The potential for deeper engagement with this issue is critical, as
it opens possibilities for more profound understanding and tolerance.
The Islamic world has a poor record in terms of modernization and democracy.
However, the source of this situation is not religion, but factors including
colonialism, international economic and trading systems, and the role of the
military, among others. Recognizing these themes allows the consideration of
possible remedies for change in the Muslim world. The Islamic world has a poor
record in terms of modernization and democracy. However, the source of this
situation is not religion—Islam—but rather factors including colonialism,
international economic and trading systems, and the role of the military, among
others. Recognizing these themes allows the consideration of possible remedies
for change in the Muslim world. The distinguished scholars contributing to this
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volume identify key factors—some intrinsic to the Muslim world, and some
external—that contribute to Islam's current predicament. Contrary to much
prevailing thought and opinion, Islam is neither monolithic nor impervious to
change. It is neither anti-democratic nor inherently anti-modernization. Islam
itself, as this book shows, is not the root cause of the malaise of the Islamic
world.
IslamVoices of Islam: Voices of life : family, home, and societyGreenwood
Publishing Group
Drawing upon a vast array of Martin Luther's writings while also focusing upon a
few key texts, this book illuminates the Reformer's thought on Islam, and thereby
provides fresh insight into his place in the history of Christian-Muslim relations
Increasingly Islam struggles against negative stereotypes as a religion of
intolerance, extremism and fear, which has failed to meet the challenges of
modernity. Zidane Meriboute here proposes a fresh perspective on the crisis
facing Muslims today. His novel and original approach looks to the Islamic Sufi
tradition and the progressive liberal thought of the 12th century philosophers Ibn
Rushd (Averroes) and Ibn Sina (Avicenna) as holding the key to a successful
transition towards modernity. The humanity and questioning which both Sufism
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the foundations of a new Muslim worldview contrary to the current and dangerous
fundamentalisms. Salafi thinkers and others who claim to be returning to an
austere and ascetic interpretation of early Islam have, in Meriboute's view,
highjacked their faith and produced two negative outcomes. Firstly, they have
blocked the path towards the evolution of any kind of modernist thinking among
Muslims. And secondly, they have created a rhetoric and encouraged events
(most notoriously, 9/11) which have resulted in the demonization of their tradition.
As the Muslim and non-Muslim worlds grapple to understand how Islam is likely
to evolve in the 21st century, the appearance of this book, with its emphasis on
the religion's progressive traditions, marks a vital contribution to a better
understanding of one of today's most intractable problems.
This volume of Princeton Readings in Religions brings together the work of more
than thirty scholars of Islam and Muslim societies in South Asia to create a rich
anthology of primary texts that contributes to a new appreciation of the lived
religious and cultural experiences of the world's largest population of Muslims.
The thirty-four selections--translated from Arabic, Persian, Urdu, Bengali, Tamil,
Gujarati, Hindavi, Dakhani, and other languages--highlight a wide variety of
genres, many rarely found in standard accounts of Islamic practice, from oral
narratives to elite guidance manuals, from devotional songs to secular judicial
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decisions arbitrating Islamic law, and from political posters to a discussion among
college women affiliated with an "Islamist" organization. Drawn from premodern
texts, modern pamphlets, government and organizational archives, new media,
and contemporary fieldwork, the selections reflect the rich diversity of Islamic
belief and practice in South Asia. Each reading is introduced with a brief
contextual note from its scholar-translator, and Barbara Metcalf introduces the
whole volume with a substantial historical overview.
"Issues on woman, according to Islam; illustrated with an allegorical trial of
Benazir Bhutto, prime minister of Pakistan by an Islamic tribunal"--OCLC.
This book addresses contemporary debates on civil disobedience in Islam within
the rich Sunni tradition, especially during the height of the non?violent people
revolution in various Arab countries, popularly known as the Arab Spring. It
illustrates the Islamic theological and jurisprudential arguments presented by
those who either permit or prohibit acts of civil disobedience for the purpose of
changing government, political systems or policy. The book analyses the nature
of the debate and considers how a theological position on civil disobedience
should be formulated in contemporary time, and makes the case for alternatives
to violent political action such as jihadism, terrorism and armed rebellion.
Provides a wide depiction of Islamic doctrines, practices, and worldviews. Some
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50 articles by scholars that are also practicing Muslims representing a diverse
range of places, traditions, cultures, and beliefs are presented in volumes that
individually address the grand traditions and beliefs of the religion; the spiritual
experience of Islam; everyday experiences of family, home, and society; Islamic
cultures' art, aesthetics, and science; and Muslim progressives, modernists, and
other reformers.
Should England adopt shari'a law? Does Islam threaten British ideals? Lawyers,
theologians and sociologists provide here a constructive, forward-looking
dialogue.
Islam is one of the most misunderstood concepts in the West. Myths and
stereotypes surround it. This clear and penetrating volume helps readers to make
sense of Islam. It offers a penetrating guide to the diversity and richness of
contemporary knowledge about Islam and Muslim society. Throughout, the
emphasis is upon the value of pluralistic approaches to Islam, rather than
condensing complexity with unifying concepts such as `Orientalism'.
Interdisciplinary in scope and organization, the book cuts through the bewildering
and seemingly anarchic diversity of contemporary knowledge about Islam and
Muslim society. The methodological difficulties and advantages of Western
researchers focusing on Islam are fully documented. The book demonstrates
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how gender, age, status and `insider' / `outsider' status impacts upon research
and inflects research findings.
Annotation. The history of the Islamic faith on the continent of Africa spans
fourteen centuries. For the first time in a single volume, The History of Islam in
Africa presents a detailed historic mapping of the cultural, political, geographic,
and religious past of this significant presence on a continent-wide scale. Bringing
together two dozen leading scholars, this comprehensive work treats the
historical development of the religion in each major region and examines its
effects.Without assuming prior knowledge of the subject on the part of its
readers, The History of Islam in Africa is broken down into discrete areas, each
devoted to a particular place or theme and each written by experts in that
particular arena. The introductory chapters examine the principal "gateways"
from abroad through which Islam traditionally has influenced Africans. The
following two parts present overviews of Islamic history in West Africa and the
Sudanic zone, and in subequatorial Africa. In the final section, the authors
discuss important themes that have had an impact on Muslim communities in
Africa.Designed as both a reference and a text, The History of Islam in Africa will
be an essential tool for libraries, scholars, and students of this growing field.
Freedom of speech and expression is considered in the West a high public good and
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an important social value, underpinned by legislative and ethical norms. Its importance
is not shared to the same extent by conservative and devout Muslims, who read Islamic
doctrines in ways seemingly incompatible with Western notions of freedom of speech.
Since the Salman Rushdie affair in the 1980s there has been growing recognition in the
West that its cherished value of free speech and associated freedoms relating to arts,
the press and media, literature, academia, critical satire etc. episodically clash with
conservative Islamic values that limit this freedom for the sake of holding religious
issues sacrosanct. Recent controversies - such as the Danish cartoons, the Charlie
Hebdo affair, Quran burnings, and the internet film ‘The Innocence of Muslims’ which
have stirred violent reactions in the Muslim world - have made the West aware of the
fact that Muslims’ religious sensitivities have to be taken into account in exercising
traditional Western freedoms of speech. Featuring experts across a spectrum of fields
within Islamic studies, Freedom of Speech and Islam considers Islamic concepts of
blasphemy, apostasy and heresy and their applicability in the modern world.
Throughout the world and over many centuries, the cultures in which Islam has been a
major presence have created stories in word and picture to celebrate the men and
women who best exemplify each culture's aspirations. This is the story of how those
heroic figures have both shaped and been shaped by the religious tradition called
Islam.
A marvellous and accessible guide to one of the great issues in the world today. If you
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have been puzzled and bewildered by the mixed messages abounding in the relations
between Islam and the western world, this is the book for you.
11 Concluding remarks, Giorgio Conetti
Revised version of papers presented at the International Seminar on Monetary and
Fiscal Economics of Islam, held at Islamabad in January 1981.
While Muslims in Indonesia have begun to turn towards a strict adherence to Islam, the
reality of the socio-religious environment is much more complicated than a simple shift
towards fundamentalism. In this volume, contributors explore the multifaceted role of
Islam in Indonesia from a variety of different perspectives, drawing on carefully
compiled case studies. Topics covered include religious education, the increasing
number of Muslim feminists in Indonesia, the role of Indonesia in the greater Muslim
world, social activism and the middle class, and the interaction between Muslim radio
and religious identity.
This book contends that "Liberal Islam" is not a contradiciton in terms, but rather a
thriving tradition more than a century old and undergoing a revival within the last
generation. This anthology presents the translated work of 32 Muslims who are
concerned with the separation of church and state, democracy, the condiditon of
women, the rights of minorities, freedom of thought, and the future of human progress.
The collection will be an important resource for scholars and students of Islam, the
Middle East, and international affairs, and will serve the larger purpose of redressing
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the imbalance in our perceptions of the Islamic world.

Ali Mirsepassi's book presents a powerful challenge to the dominant media and
scholarly construction of radical Islamist politics, and their anti-Western ideology,
as a purely Islamic phenomenon derived from insular, traditional and monolithic
religious 'foundations'. It argues that the discourse of political Islam has strong
connections to important and disturbing currents in Western philosophy and
modern Western intellectual trends. The work demonstrates this by establishing
links between important contemporary Iranian intellectuals and the central
influence of Martin Heidegger's philosophy. We are also introduced to new
democratic narratives of modernity linked to diverse intellectual trends in the
West and in non-Western societies, notably in India, where the ideas of John
Dewey have influenced important democratic social movements. As the first book
to make such connections, it promises to be an important contribution to the field
and will do much to overturn some pervasive assumptions about the dichotomy
between East and West.
Long before the September 11 attacks galvanized Western attention on what has
variously been called political Islam, Islamic fundamentalism, and Islamism,
African nations with sizeable Muslim populations were experiencing significant
transformations in the relationship between religion and state. Political Islam in
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West Africa explores those ongoing transformations in key countries of the Sahel
region. Each country chapter provides both historical context and an examination
of the changing nature of domestic politics and foreign policy in the postSeptember 11 world. Introductory and concluding chapters provide additional
context and highlight overarching themes. A notable feature of the book is a
comprehensive bibliography of Islamism in West Africa.
This is a single-volume history of Islam. The opening chapters briefly discuss the
historical background of the Prophet Muhammad in the 7th century, through the
rise of the Islam in 18th through 20th centuries. The final two chapters cover the
significant events of the 1980s and 1990s.
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